Yesterday’s “Pre-Launch” in Freetown and The Hague of the No Peace Without Justice survey report on the impact and legacy of the Special Court in Sierra Leone and Liberia. For more photos from the Freetown side, see today’s ‘Special Court Supplement’
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The SCSL and NPWJ organise the pre-launch of the Report on the impact and legacy of the Special Court for Sierra Leone

The Special Court for Sierra Leone and No Peace Without Justice are organising the pre-launch of the survey “Making Justice Count: Assessing the impact and legacy of the Special Court for Sierra Leone in Sierra Leone and Liberia”, on Monday 29 October 2012 at 11:30-12:30, in the premises of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon, The Hague.

After the Charles Taylor sentence was issued at the end of May 2012, the Special Court for Sierra Leone, with funding from the European Union, commissioned a nationwide survey in Sierra Leone and Liberia, which was conducted on the impact and legacy of the Special Court for Sierra Leone by No Peace Without Justice and its Sierra Leonean and Liberian partners. The purpose of the survey was to capture people’s understanding about the mandate and operations of the SCSL and establish its impact through its judicial proceedings, its legacy work and its outreach program. The survey was administered throughout Sierra Leone and Liberia to 2,841 people, representing diverse walks of life, sexes and age groups, with an emphasis on ensuring the inclusion of historically overlooked voices, including women, young people and persons with disabilities. The survey covered a range of areas relating to the SCSL’s impact and legacy, including peace, justice, the rule of law, redress, national law and perceptions relating to the trials and their impact in both countries.
The results of this survey will be presented during this pre-launch, which will include a video conference joining The Hague with the Special Court for Sierra Leone in Freetown.

Participants will include SCSL staff and officials, notably the Registrar, Prosecutor and Principal Defender; Civil Society representatives from Sierra Leone; and NPWJ partners in Sierra Leone and Liberia.

No Peace Without Justice and Sierra Leone
NPWJ has a long standing commitment to Sierra Leone, including a wide-ranging program in the country from 2000 to 2004 that was designed to contribute to the accountability process for violations of international criminal law. That program contributed to the establishment and functioning of the Special Court and to strengthening Sierra Leonean society’s ability to address violations of human rights and humanitarian law, with a particular focus on outreach and conflict mapping. In recent years, NPWJ has been working in Sierra Leone on ICC issues, including implementing legislation and holding seminars and round table discussions, and on FGM. NPWJ will continue with its involvement in Sierra Leone to facilitate the government and local stakeholders participating in and influencing the processes for maintaining the rule of law, peace and stability.
For further information, contact Alison Smith on asmith@npwj.org or +32-2-548-3912 or Nicola Giovannini on ngiovannini@npwj.org or +32-2-548-3915.
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Gbagbo to stay in detention - ICC

By Thomas Escritt

File image - Former Ivory Coast President Laurent Gbagbo at the International Criminal Court in The Hague, Netherlands. (AP Photo/Peter Dejong, Pool)

The Hague - Appeal judges at the International Criminal Court on Friday turned down former Ivory Coast leader Laurent Gbagbo's request to be allowed to leave the Netherlands pending a decision on whether he will face trial, saying he might try to abscond.

ICC prosecutors say Gbagbo committed crimes against humanity during a four-month civil war in Ivory Coast in 2010, in which about 3,000 people died and a million were displaced.

“There can be no doubt the charges he faces, including crimes against humanity, rape, murder and other forms of sexual violence, are serious and may result in a lengthy prison sentence if he is convicted,” Sanji Mmasenono Monageng, the presiding judge, told the court.

Gbagbo, who denies committing the crimes, had asked the court for permission to go abroad to recover from ill-treatment he said he had received when he was in detention in Ivory Coast.

Outside the court, Gbagbo's supporters expressed their disappointment.

“I am sad,” said Danielle Gohou. “I'm disgusted that they are detaining my president.”

The conflict in Ivory Coast started because Gbagbo refused to stand down after losing the 2010 presidential election to rival Alassane Ouattara.

Gbagbo was captured by fighters backing Ouattara during the final battle for Abidjan and was later arrested and flown to The Hague to appear before the ICC. He is awaiting a decision on whether he will be tried.

If the charges are confirmed, he will become the first former head of state to be tried by the 10-year-old ICC - the world's first permanent war crimes court - which earlier this year handed down its first conviction, jailing Congolese warlord Thomas Lubanga for 14 years.

Charles Taylor, the former Liberian president, was given a 50-year sentence for war crimes in May by a different court, the Special Court for Sierra Leone, which is also in The Hague.

Slobodan Milosevic, the former Serb leader, died before the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia could reach a verdict.
Opinion

No Immunity for Kenyan Candidates

Success in upcoming election would not block Hague charges against two presidential hopefuls.

International legal experts say that if either of two indicted Kenyan officials are elected president next March, they will still have to stand trial at the International Criminal Court, ICC. That raises questions about how a president could carry out his official duties while making court appearances in the Hague.

Deputy Prime Minister Uhuru Kenyatta and member of parliament William Ruto are both standing for presidential office as they await trial for crimes against humanity in The Hague.

Together with radio journalist Joshua Arap Sang and former civil service chief Francis Muthaura, they face charges of orchestrating the violence which engulfed Kenya after the disputed 2007 presidential election. More than 1,100 people were killed as fighting erupted along ethnic lines.

The election is scheduled for March 4, 2013. If the outcome is so close that it requires a run-off vote, that will take place on April 11 - the day Kenyatta is due to appear before the ICC.

A recent opinion survey conducted by pollster Ipsos Synovate suggested that the current prime minister Raila Odinga would defeat Kenyatta in a first round of voting, but that the latter would win if it came to a run-off.

ICC Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda has said that while all decisions about the trial calendar lie in the hands of the court's judges, her office intends to stick to the dates that have been set for the trial.

"This [election] process going on is a political one. Let the political process go on, but the ICC judicial process will also go on and the calendar that has been set by the judges will also be followed," Bensouda told journalists at a press conference in Nairobi on October 22.

In remarks made three days later during her Kenyan trip, Bensouda commented on how a request to defer the trials would be dealt with.

"I do not anticipate that," she told journalists. "We will see on the merits of the request. We will assess [it] when the time comes."

The four Kenyan suspects are the first the ICC has permitted to remain free ahead of trial. (See Kenyan Suspects to Remain Free During ICC Trials.) Unlike, say, Sudan, which has refused to hand over its president, Omar al-Bashir, to the ICC, Kenya is a signatory to the court's founding Rome Statute and has cooperated with the investigation and indictment processes.

Both Kenyatta and Ruto have indicated that, if elected, they would seek leave of absence from ICC proceedings, and only appear in the courtroom when required.

"[The] ICC, we believe, will grant us bail so that we can be in court only when they need personal accounts," Ruto said. "Therefore, we will continue with nation-building, and nothing much will change as we go through trials."
It is, however, unclear what position ICC judges will take on allowing Ruto, Kenyatta or the other two defendants to be absent during proceedings.

According to Kennedy Akide of Nairobi law firm Akide & Company, "The accused must give very good reasons why they would not appear. Whether the court would consider Uhuru or Ruto's presidency as convincing enough, I cannot tell."

PRESIDENTIAL IMMUNITY?

In theory, a winning candidate might seek to invoke the immunity from prosecution that is granted to a head of state by Kenya's constitution.

In the case of Sudan, the ICC has ruled that President Bashir cannot cite immunity. In any case, Kenya is a state party to the court and accepts its jurisdiction, including an obligation to hand over any suspect, even the president.

Kenya's protects the president from proceedings in any court of law as long as he or she is in office, but not from legal action instituted under the terms of an international treaty.

"All state parties have by way of ratifying [the ICC treaty] the Rome Statute and therefore consenting to its article 27 in advance waived the immunities of their head of states," said Brenda Hollis, the lead prosecutor in the trial of former Liberian president Charles Taylor at the Special Court for Sierra Leone, speaking at a conference held in Nuremberg in October to mark the ICC's tenth anniversary. "Immunity is [not something] one has to consider if it is about the prosecution by the ICC of a head of state or a former head of a state which is a state party."

"There is no immunity for international crimes at the ICC. The judicial calendar at the court will not be altered. The ICC judges are not bound by any political processes," Bensouda said at the Nairobi press conference.

Ruto and Kenyatta have said they would not seek to derail the ICC process if they were elected.

"We have absolutely no intention to interfere with [the] ICC process, absolutely none. My quest for the presidency has nothing to do with ICC process," Ruto told the BBC's Hard Talk programme on October 8. "Nobody should ever think that we are running for president merely because we are suspects. We are running because we are leaders and we have a contribution to make to this country at that highest level."

IMPEACHMENT A REMOTE POSSIBILITY

Kenyatta and Ruto need to clear one hurdle before they can go forward to the election - a petition which is now pending before the Kenyan high court, and which would bar them standing because of the ICC charges. The petition was filed by the Kenya Youth Parliament, the Kenya Youth League and a group of 230 displaced people who claim the candidates' presidential bids contravene the constitution on grounds of integrity.

Should either man become president, he could in theory face impeachment proceedings.

The chairman of the Law Society of Kenya, Erick Mutua, notes that the constitution allows the head of state to be impeached "where there are serious reasons for believing that the president has committed a crime under national or international law". 
"There are possibilities that [defendants] would have to stay at The Hague for months during trial. If [proceedings] impede them from performing their functions like chairing cabinet meetings, then the Senate would be compelled to step in and initiate their removal," Mutua said.

Others say the chances of this actually happening are remote, as one-third of the National Assembly would have to vote in favour of initiating impeachment proceedings.

Akide notes that as president, either man would exert significant control over both the National Assembly and parliament's upper house, the Senate.

"It would be practically difficult to force them out of office through impeachment if [either was] elected president," he said.

More broadly, there is some unease at the prospect of a head of state who is also standing trial for crimes against humanity.

Last week, former United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan, who mediated an end to the post-election violence in 2008, warned that Kenya's relationship with the international community would be strained if either Ruto or Kenyatta were to become president.

Both men hit back angrily, accusing Annan of undermining their presidential bids.

"I am not asking to be elected president of the United States or Germany," Uhuru said. "I want to contest for the presidency of Kenya. If some people feel they don't want to work with me, so be it. There are many friends across the globe. As long as Africa is fine, that's all. I have not heard any of our neighbours raise concerns about my candidature."

*The writer is an IWPR contributor in Nairobi.*
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